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OFF THE TRACK NSW INC OFFICIAL QUALIFYING REGULATIONS 
1. Off The Track is open to all Thoroughbreds that have been lodged in a stable return 

for pre training and. race preps, have officially raced or barrier trialled, locally, 
nationally or internationally. All horses are required to be 3 years and over and be no 
less than 14.2hh. All horses will be Registered with Racing Australia.  Registrations 
and stable returns for those that did not make it to the races will be checked. 

2. Racing Name is to be used. Other than those that were unnamed due to injuries etc, 
during pre-training. In this instance, please contact us before entering classes for 
your clearance. 

3. Qualifying shows must be affiliated with The Agricultural Societies of NSW Ltd, or 
Show Horse Council of Australasia Inc. 

4. Off The Track NSW Qualifying classes will be judged as separate classes. Led, Ridden, 
Show jumping & Dressage. Any horse that has won Champion cannot compete in 
other qualifiers within the season. 

5. The season is a calendar year. Any place getters at other finals are NOT Permitted to 
enter the Off The Track NSW Inc Finals/Championships. Please choose your finals 
ahead of time. Once an OTT has won Champion, that horse cannot compete in other 
qualifiers within the season. Horses that have won Reserve Champion or Runner up 
may continue.  Any horse that has won a Champion or Reserve Off The Track NSW in 
the past 3 years but has NOT won a place at other finals are eligible to enter the Off 
The track NSW Inc Finals/Championships. This includes Off The Track NSW Show 
Jumping Champions. 

6. Random drug testing may be carried out. The committee reserves the right to refuse 
an entry without assigning any reason for doing so and to alter the 
programme/schedule at their discretion. 

7. Horses will be judged as a good example of a thoroughbred, rather than that of a 
riding horse/hunter type, with the following taken into consideration. 

. Thoroughbred qualities, Conformation, Manners,, paces and performance 
            . Injuries caused through racing, such as blemishes, are allowed. 

8. Judges decision is final in the qualifiers, and the state finals/championships. 
9. Horse and owner must reside in NSW to compete in the Off The Track NSW INC 

Series. 
10. Every horse that enters the finals/championships must be ridden by the same rider 

that qualified the horse. 
 


